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Papers

**International journal publications**


**International peer-reviewed conference publications**


**International peer-reviewed workshop publications**


Robert Lagerström, Liv Marcks von Württemberg, Hannes Holm, and Oscar Luczak, "Identifying Factors Affecting Software Development Cost", in Proc. of the 4th International Workshop on Software Quality and Maintainability (SQM), Mar. 2010.


Books, working papers, and technical reports


Chapters:
- Robert Lagerström, and Teodor Sommestad, "Introduction,"
- Robert Lagerström, "The Enterprise and Its Information Systems,"
- Robert Lagerström, "Enterprise Information System Management,"
- Per Närman, Robert Lagerström, and Moustafa Chenine, "Setting the Information Systems Goals,"
- Per Närman, Robert Lagerström, and Pia Gustafsson, "Selecting Enterprise Architecture Models,"


Robert Lagerström et al., “India – Yes, Yes No Problem,” Project India 2005, International Business Association for Students, the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), print by Fälth & Hässler, 2005.

**Open-access computer programs**


**Popular science articles**
